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Same Mistake Reaction
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Randomized Controlled Experiments



An excavator is digging up a site for a 
new building. Unbeknownst to the 
driver, the site contains a grave. The 
driver does not notice the grave and 
digs through it. Later, human remains 
are found. 

Consider the following scenario

Would you judge this differently if the 
driver was a human or a machine? 



People’s Reaction to the Scenario
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Intentional Machines?

Intention and Agency as a Continuum…

Think of a self-driving car,

designed to protect the driver or designed to protect pedestrians at all costs…

Different outcomes, not because of human type agency, but because of behaving as 

intended





Do Humans Always
Reject Machines?
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Why is algorithmic fairness so complicated?

IMPOSSIBILITY
Multiple definitions of fairness

Where C is predicted value, Y is true value, and A is a set or class of subjects

Kleinberg, J, S. Mullainathan, and M. Raghavan  (2016), 
Chouldechova, A  (2017), Eliassi-Rad & Fitelson (2021)
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Fair Treatment
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Fair Treatment
Hispanic Hispanic

Unfair Treatment

People are slightly 
more likely to want 

to replace a fairness 
increasing machine 

with a human, than to 
replace an unfair 

human with a machine. 
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Fair Treatment
Hispanic Hispanic

Unfair Treatment

Small differences, telling us intent 
is not a strong predictor of 

judgment in fairness scenarios.

Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights 
Act is “a federal law that 
prohibits employers from 

discriminating against employees on 
the basis of sex, race, color, 

national origin, and religion.” The 
Supreme Court affirmed Title VII 
unanimously in 1971 in Griggs v. 
Duke Power Company, a class action 
suit claiming that Duke’s policies 

discriminated against African 
American employees. The court ruled 

that, independent of intent, 
discriminatory outcomes for 

protected classes violated Title 
VII.

(How Humans Judge Machines, Page 84)
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• Tech is not only substitute to labor, but a complement (so 
it can increase aggregate demand and create jobs)

• Jobs are not automated, only tasks. This means that 
most jobs are transformed rather than replaced (fears of 
automation are overblown).

-ATMs in the US
-Waiters in China

• No evidence tech reduces need for labor in the long run.

• A more reasonable fear for technology’s effect on labor 
is the precarization of work.

BUT THE ECONOMICS LITERATURE IS
 ACTUALLY LESS ALARMIST
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In this presentation Not in this presentation



Descriptive Statistics

Moral Functions for judgment of AI and Humans 
(Subject Fixed Effects, focused on treatment (human vs machines))

Demographic Correlates of the judgment of AI and Humans 
(Scenario Fixed Effects, focused on demographics of participants)



Consider three basic 
dimensions of morality: 
Harm, Intention, & 
Wrongness

, Human

AI

Descriptive Statistics



The Moral Space
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Moral Functions for judgment of AI and Humans 
(Subject Fixed Effects)
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Demographic Correlates of judgment of AI and Humans 
(Scenario Fixed Effects)
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People judge humans by intentions, and machines by their outcomes

People find more harm in violent scenarios involving machines

People are more forgiving of humans in accidental situations

People are a bit more ‘judgy’ of humans in scenarios 
involving fairness (algorithmic bias, labor 
displacement)

How do we judge machines

People judge human intentions bimodally, and machine actions unimodally

People take machine success or improvements more for granted













Video Edition, 30 short episodes, at Center for Collective Learning’s YouTube Channel
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HOW HUMANS JUDGE MACHINES MIT Press


